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Abstract

Objective—To evaluate the clinical usefulness of genomic HLA typing during the first two years of established giant cell arteritis (GCA).

Methods—HLA typing was performed by PCR-SSO in 41 selected white patients with GCA confirmed by biopsy. Patient data were compared with those of a control group of 384 bone marrow donors (relative risk, p value and $\chi^2$ test for each allele). Clinical features at onset and response to treatment over a two year period were evaluated in relation to the genetic pattern.

Results—DRB1*04 was significantly increased in the GCA group (frequency of 48.78% compared with 19.79% in controls, p < 0.001). The distribution of the DRB1*04 subtypes in the GCA group was similar to that in controls. No clinical or biological differences were found in association with HLA at the time of diagnosis. Over the two year follow up, nine patients presented resistance to corticosteroid treatment and eight of these (88.88%) had DRB1*04 (p < 0.001)

Conclusions—GCA seems to be associated with HLA DRB1*04 (regardless of the subtype) and this association appears to be accompanied by corticosteroid resistance, suggesting that genomic typing may be useful to identify patients eligible for early alternative treatment to corticosteroid drugs.


This report appraises the clinical utility of HLA typing in the management of giant cell arteritis (GCA). Over the past two decades, a variety of rheumatic diseases has been found to be associated with HLA types. These associations imply a genetic contribution to disease pathogenesis. Moreover, with recent characterisation of human major histocompatibility complex genes and antigens, these associations hold great promise for new insight into disease mechanisms as well as for the development of new strategies aimed at better treatment. The molecular mechanisms underlying the development of GCA are unknown but genetic factors are probably involved in its pathogenesis. The results of several immunogenetic studies have supported an association of HLA DR4 (DR4 antigens, DRB1*04 sequences) with GCA. Among GCA patients, a few may have corticosteroid resistant disease. It would be very useful for clinicians caring for patients with GCA to be able to identify those who are destined to develop resistant disease in order to plan a rational alternative approach to treatment. Whereas some severe chronic systemic diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, have been reported to be associated with HLA DR in several cross sectional studies of patients with disease of long duration, studies of the prognostic value of HLA DR typing in GCA have not given the same results: prospective studies have afforded little information concerning the influence of genetic markers on the subsequent course of established GCA.

Can HLA typing identify patients eligible for early aggressive treatment? The question arises whether more precise DNA typing technology could provide better information.

Methods

PATIENTS

We investigated 41 patients who were taking part in a continuing prospective study of GCA by the Auto-Immunity Group of the University Hospital of Toulouse, France. The inclusion criterion was confirmed GCA. In all patients, biopsy specimens showed histological temporal artery abnormalities of vasculitis with mononuclear cell infiltration or granulomatous inflammation with or without multinucleated giant cells. This criterion defined the patient cohort. The patients were eight men and 33 women, all white, with a mean age of 77 years (range 61 to 97) at disease onset. All patients received corticosteroid treatment initially for three to four weeks (over the severity of disease an initial amount of prednisone 0.6 to 1 mg/kg/day in simple divided daily dose) The starting dose was continued until all reversible clinical symptoms have gone and laboratory test have reverted to normal. After that the dose were gradually reduced by a maximum of 5 mg each week or every two weeks. The reduction programme is gauged by the clinical symptoms and blood test (erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), C reactive protein (CRP), fibrinemia, interleukin 6 (IL6)). At some point in the reduction programme, when clinical symptoms worsened or biological anomalies rise above normal once again, the further reduction was temporally deferred and the dose was increased to the earlier level.

DNA ANALYSIS

HLA typing was performed by PCR-SSO using the set of probes and primers recommended by the XII International Workshop on Histocompatibility. The DRB1 generic specificities (DRB1*1-16) were carried out according to the Nomenclature for Factors of the HLA System, 1996. This study was performed in GCA patients and in a control
group of 384 bone marrow donors selected at random. In the GCA HLA DR4 patients, HLA DRB1*04 subtypes were studied and compared with 38 normal HLA DR4 control subjects selected at random.

OUTCOME MEASURES
The usual clinical criteria (fatigue, fever, headache, jaw claudication, loss of vision, scalp tenderness, polymyalgia rheumatica, aortic arch syndrome) and biological tests (ESR, acute phase reagent serum proteins, red cell and platelet count) associated with GCA were chosen as the main outcome variables for this study. These parameters were investigated when treatment was started to try to determine a possible association with HLA type. Similarly, correlation of HLA type and therapeutic status after two years was investigated. After this period, patients were assigned to one of two groups according to their therapeutic status in relation to disease activity. The first group consisted of patients who required more than 20 mg/day of prednisone because of disease activity. The second group consisted of patients who were stable on less than 20 mg/day of prednisone without clinical or biological exacerbation of the disease.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Differences between groups were analysed by the Mann-Whitney test for continuous data and by the chi-square test or Fisher's exact test. Evaluation of the predictive value of different HLA markers compared the clinical features between patients with and without each marker. The value for significance was set at p = 0.01.

Results
DISTRIBUTION OF HLA DR SPECIFICITIES
Among the generic HLA DR specificities, only DRB1*04 was significantly increased in the GCA group with a phenotypic frequency of 48.78% versus 19.79% in the control group (χ² 23.73, p<0.001). Some authors found the increase in DR4 frequency was accounted for by the DRB4 allele. However, its increased frequency in patients with biopsy confirmed GCA was shared by oligotyping in 42 patients with GCA confirmed by biopsy and HLA DR4 was found in 60% of GCA patients and in 24% of normal controls (our results were respectively 49% and 20%). Some authors found the increase in DR4 frequency was accounted for by DRB1*0401–046 subtypes and when investigators then determined the HLA DRB1*04 antigens the HLA DRB1*04 was found in 60% of GCA patients and in 24% of normal controls (our results were respectively 49% and 20%). Some authors found the increase in DR4 frequency was accounted for by DRB1*0401–046 subtypes and when investigators then determined the HLA DRB1*04 antigens they found an excess of HLA DRB1*3 and HLA DRB1*08. Our results are different but we note that the inclusion criteria were not the same in all studies (all our patients had verified GCA with compatible histological features and this was not an obligatory criterion in most studies).

We found no useful clinical correlation between HLA markers and clinical or biological presentation of GCA at the time of diagnosis. Cid found that HLA DRB1*04 association was only seen in GCA patients with polymyalgia rheumatica symptoms. Our study did not support this interpretation: in our cohort of patients with biopsy confirmed GCA, an HLA DRB1*04 association was also found in patients who lacked polymyalgia rheumatica symptoms. Because of the relative frequency of HLA DRB1*04 in the normal population, this genetic marker cannot be used as a diagnostic aid. However, its increased frequency in GCA is a possible argument in favour of an immunogenetic mechanism, which intervenes in the onset of the disease by promoting a particular presentation of arterial antigens modified by the action of ultraviolet light or by some other environmental factor.

Corticotherapy is an important element in judging the evolution of GCA; its spectacular effect can be a diagnostic test. In the medical literature, exacerbations of the treated disease vary greatly in frequency according to the

**Table 1 Therapeutic status in GCA patients defined by HLA DRB1*04 groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corticosteroid &gt;20 mg/day (n=9)</th>
<th>Corticosteroid &lt;20 mg/day (n=32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20 GCA patients with DRB1*04</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 GCA patients without DRB1*04</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p&lt;0.001</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Uncorrected χ² 7.42, p 0.0064, RR 2.37 1.43 < RR < 3.92 95% CI, Fisher exact tailed p value 0.008.
series and often seem related to excessively economical use of corticosteroids. Exacerbations are more frequent during the first year of treatment and are characterised by renewed systemic manifestations together with the reappearance of the biological inflammatory syndrome. Late exacerbations also occur when attempts are made to decrease corticosteroid dose, as whatever the treatment regimen, the rule is to aim for the minimal effective dose that will keep patients free from symptoms and with a normal ESR. The outcome and duration of corticosteroid treatment in GCA are still debated. Current estimates of outcome are derived from reports of treated patients. Such studies have considerable variations in design and content. The ideal study would be prospective and include a substantial number of patients meeting accepted diagnostic criteria. Treatment regimens would be applied prospectively and response would be judged by predetermined objective criteria defining remission, disease activity, and exacerbation, with long term follow up (that is, at least two years). Such studies are very difficult to carry out. Although there is great individual variation, the required duration of treatment for most patients seems to be about two years. It may be accepted that patients who require prolonged corticosteroid treatment with more than 20 mg of prednisone per day will suffer a variety of adverse effects. These patients are a minority of all GCA patients and may be considered to have corticosteroid resistant disease. The number of such corticosteroid resistant GCA patients in our study (9 of 41 patients, 22% even though some of this called "corticoresistant GCA" can stop taking corticosteroids after 3–6 years) is because of a recruitment bias: our group was treated principally for this difficult systemic disease and non-complicated GCA is not usually referred to us. Most clinicians treating GCA patients abstain from giving corticosteroid exclusively based on laboratory findings but with the severity of our patients disease, we prefer to discuss treatment according to both clinical and biological evaluation. The reduction programme is gauged by the blood tests when we cannot find any other cause, such as infection.

In these conditions, we identified the HLA DRB1*04 antigens as a possible marker for corticosteroid resistance (the frequency of this allele was 88.88% in GCA patients with corticosteroid resistance versus 37.3% in those without corticosteroid resistance: uncorrected $\chi^2$ 7.42, p 0.0064 RR 2.37 1.43 < RR < 3.92, 95CI%, Fisher’s exact tailed test, p value 0.008). We suggest that the GCA associated HLA DR may be used as a severity factor in confirmed GCA and can identify GCA patients at highest risk for resistant disease. These patients should be carefully followed up in prospective studies of longer duration to confirm that HLA HLA DRB1*04 antigens may be a true marker for corticosteroid resistance. Publication describing the use of a corticosteroid and a second immunosuppressor agent in GCA are of two kinds: those that consider so called corticosteroid resistant disease in which a second agent is added after resistance is recognised, and those that attempt to demonstrate the superiority of starting treatment with two agents rather than with a corticosteroid alone. At all events, we have as yet insufficient data to demonstrate that treatment is more effective if an immunosuppressive drug is added. Prospective regimens including patients with GCA who are likely to develop corticosteroid resistant disease could provide more information. Our results indicate that carriers of HLA DRB1*04 may be potential candidates in studies evaluating complementary treatment with immunosuppressors.

In conclusion, we confirmed that GCA is strongly associated with HLA DRB1*04 and we suggest that the GCA associated DRB1*04 sequence may serve as a potential marker for patients who will develop significantly corticosteroid resistant disease and may benefit from alternative treatment.
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